
The Place 
We Live in



Find Russian equivalents to 
these English proverbs.

1.There is no place 

like home.

2.East or West – home 

is best. / Home is 

where the heart is.

3.My home is my 

castle.

1.В гостях хорошо, 

а дома лучше.

2.Мой дом- моя 

крепость. 

3.Нет лучше 

места, чем дома.



1) ['kwaiət]
2) ['lʌvli]
3) ['fə:nitʃə]
4) ['mirə]
5) ['kɔ:nə]
6) ['wʌndəful]
7) ['midl]
8) ['kə:tn]

1)  quiet
2)  lovely
3)  furniture
4)  mirror
5)  corner
6)  wonderful
7)  middle
8)  curtain



Write the words into 2 groups
a kitchen, a toilet, a bed, a carpet, a living 
room, a mirror, an armchair, a bedroom, a 

key, a fireplace, a hall, a dining room
 Rooms   Things 



Rooms Things 

a kitchen a bed
a toilet a carpet
a living  room a mirror
a bedroom an armchair
a hall a key
a dining room a fireplace



WHAT  IS  IT?



It’s  a  hall



It’s  a  bathroom



It’s a toilet



It’s a kitchen



It’s a living room



It’s a dining room



It’s  a  study 



Для того, чтобы сказать что где-то что-то есть англичане 
используют оборот «There is / There are» .

There

is

There

ar
e

Зачем нужны   2 
предложения?

?



Where  is the puppy?

On

of

In  front  of

In the corner of near

Under
Behind

On the right of On the left of

In the middle of

in



The puppy is………….the ball

on



The puppy is …..…………….. the 
ball

on the left of



on the right of

The puppy is.……....…………. the 
ball



under

The puppy is…....………….. the 
table.

under



in front of

The puppy is..………....….…..the 
ball



The puppy is…....……………….the 
street.

in the middle of



in

  The puppy is.…....…..the 
basket.



Read the text. Complete the 
sentences with the words is/are .

Hello! I am Sam. I have got a room of my 
own. It is small but nice. There … a bed, a 
table, two armchairs and a TV in the room. 
There … no pictures on the wall. There … a 
clock on the wall. The walls are yellow. There 
… a carpet on the floor. I like to sit on the 
carpet and play with my toys. There … many  
books in the bookcase. I like to read. I like 
my room very much!



Complete the sentences.

• There is a 
……………….. .

• There are …..s  ……….. 
.



Vincent 
Willem van 
Gogh 

(UK  [væn ˈɡɒh], 
US [ˌvæn ˈɡoʊ]
 
(30 March 1853 – 
29 July 1890) 
was a famous 
Dutch  painter



Starry Night IrisesSunflowers



Vincent's Bedroom at Arles by Vincent Van Gogh



Green frog, green frog,
Where do you live?
I live in the forest, 
I live in the zoo.
And what about you?



Thank you for 
the lesson!!!)


